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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA. MONTANA

TUESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1933

COST OF FOOTBALL
TO STUDENT BODY
COMPILED BY MELOY

Colloquium Will Be Led
By Hewitt Tomorrow

VOLUME XXXII.

No. 27

Band Will Have
Twenty-ninth Interscholastic Meet
Mixer Following
Is to Take P lace as Scheduled
F rid a y ’s G am e

Colloquium will meet tomorrow
afternoon in the Natural Science
Statement That Committee Cannot Pay All Expenses, to Be Included
building at 4 o’clock.
Annual Dance Will Aid in Financing
In Invitations to High Schools
Barnard Hewitt, professor of
Activities of Organization
English, will review and lead a
For Coming Year
The Twenty-ninth Annual State Interscholastic Track and Field meet
discussion of “The Stage Is Set,”
I Figures Released in Report by A. S. U. M. President, Pete Meloy, by Lea Simonson. A social half- ] To help finance its activities for will be held on May 10, 11 and 12 as scheduled. This announcement
hour including refreshments, will
another yepr the Grizzly band is hold was made by Dr. J. P. Rowe, chairman of the Interscholastic com
Show Deficit o f Nearly Three Thousand Dollars
precede Professor Hewitt’s talk. ing its annual band dance Friday after mittee, Saturday morning. Invitations to participate in the 1933 InterAt End of 1932 Football Season
Dr. F. 0. Smith, head of the De the Bobcat-Grizzly game.
■^scholastic will be sent tomorrow to
partment of Psychology, was the
the 200 accredited high schools in the
The annual dance originated as a
originator of Colloquium and it
Istate, who are members of the Monformal, but last year the committee
has been held for the past eight decided that since it waft held after
The following figures show comparative Incomes and expenditures
jtana High School Athletic association,
for the last four football seasons:
years. The meetings, which are
the Bobcat-Grizzly game, a mixer
Dr. Rowe made public today. Included
volunteer affairs, consist chiefly
Iin the invitation will be a statement
would be more appropriate. The
Income:
1929
1930
1931
1932
of book reviews offered by mem- , mixer with an admission price of 25
Receipts of Home Games....$ 2,091.77 $ 1,481.42 $ 2,167.64 $ 1,979.96
that “the committee cannot guarantee
bers of the faculty. It meets
Receipts of Games Away.. .. 20,992.25
18,336.34
19,438.14
12,041.54
to pay all the expenses except those
cents was so popular that the com
A. S. U. M. Appropriation.. .. 3,347.50
2,947.50
3,180.00
2,957.50
every two weeks, and is open to
incurred by the winning teams in the
mittee decide to continue it. Music
faculty members, students and
Little Theater tournament.”
will be furnished by George BovingTotal ...................L.......... _(26,431.62) (22,765.26) (24,776.78) (16,979.00)
Works With School of Forestry;
townspeople.
Idon’s five-piece ojrchestra.
At present, the committee plans to
IX units of higher educational in
Operating; Expense:
Timber Is Being Thinned
“The band merits the support of the
pay the entire expenses of the meet
stitutions compose the Greater Guarantees and officials
student-body because it is strictly a
On
Campus
Reserve
only if (1) the railroads agree to offer
for Home Games______ .. 4,219.95
4,899.76
7,305.66
2,440.99
University of Montana. In charge of
service organization,” Pete Meloy, stu
the same rates to contestants as they
Travel to Games Away
Working in co-operation with the did one year ago; (2) the United
these units are the State Board of
dent president, said yesterday.
from Home __________ .. 9,017.68
5,935.29
8,324.01
4,951.13
2,199.27
1,575.00
75.00*
Proceeds of the dance will be used Reconstruction Finance corporation, States government will waive the tax
Education and a trained director bear Coaching ........................... . 1,199.70
425.76
Labor
_ ______ ___
394.13
844.15
447.13
to buy music stands which have been the School of Forestry last week gave on tickets and ticket sales; (3) if the
ing the title of Chancellor. The Chan Equipment and Supplies .... 4,796.92
5,142.34
5,500.36
3,726.04
I needed for some time, according to work to 30 unemployed local men general business conditions in Mis
cellor has a variety of duties In re Publicity ..........................
381.07
81S.33
756.53
483.30
Prof. Stanley Teel, band director. If thinning timber on the experimental soula are bettered by March so that
............ ..
828.51
787.66
490.20
678.76
gard to the schools. He studies their Training Table
343.61
417.19
595.57
482.11
the proceeds are large enough, the plots in the school timber reserve in the business men of the city may be
financial needs and helps prepare Scouting .............................
441.81
Awards ..............................
442.95
445.33
263.33
band may be able to buy a new brass Pattee canyon. Lou Vierhus, ’29, a able to cover the deficit incurred by
budgets which will properly maintain Miscellaneous
392.26
438.92
...........
695.15 ■ 429.47
graduate of the Montana School of the meet.
drum and some new music.
each school. He represents the Great
Greene Speaks to Business Ad “We expect the receipts to be large Forestry, is in charge of operations
Total Dir. Op. Expense.. ..$22,063.34 $21,459.67 $21,667.89 $18,840.93
“We hope that the schools and busi
er University at meetings of the State
on
the site.
Club of Latest Theory Which
enough to cover everything we really
ness men will get behind our move
Board of Education. The legislature
Add: General Expense
need because of the mixer’s good re The work will last for more than and help make this the best Inter
Is Arousing Interest
has, in the last few days, been con
658.65
427.48
1,127.84
Conference ....................
ception last year,” said Professor Teel. thirty days and during that time the scholastic meet we have ever had, as
sidering a bill which will abolish the
151.44
173.62
144.43
Interest .......................
"I remember the theory which is to
The Grizzly band was organized 35 crews will change three times, there I believe we can,” was Dr. Rowe’s
60.67
418.70
1,050.00
116.01
Miscellaneous ................
office of Chancellor. The men opposed
day furthered by technocracy as pure, years ago, on February 24, 1898, and by giving employment to approxi
domment yesterday, while explaining
to the chancellorship state that he is
Total Operating Expense ....(23,313.21) (22,099,26) (23,056.17) (19,890.93) unadulterated socialism 30 years ago,” the dance last year was held as a mately ninety workers. The men are the financial situation in which the
“too expensive.” Those favoring his
being paid $3 a day credit which can
said H. R. Greene, vice president of birthday celebration
committee finds itself.
work declare that without him there
2,911.93t the F irst National bank of Missoula,
666.00*
1,719.61*
Surplus or Deficit....... ... 3,118.31*
be applied on food, clothing, hospital
would have to be an expensive, dis
First demand upon the revenue from
and medical supplies. Each man works
in
an
address
to
the
Business
Ad
club
* Part of funds formerly used for assistant coaches now being used to
astrously competitive and time-wasting
the meet will be the expenses of con
10 days before being relieved.
defray expense of manager’s office—Included under general expense, last Wednesday evening.
lobby from each of the six institu
“If it were not for R. F. C. aid we ducting the contests as incurred by
f This does not include a few unsettled accounts and spring football
“Today,” he said, “it is the conserva
tions, as there was before the inaug
expense.
could not conduct our experimental the committee itself, amounting to ap
tives rather than the reds who sup
t Used in paying off indebtedness and assisting other athletic activities.
uration of the chancellorship system.
project on accelerated tree growth,” proximately $1,500. Then contestants’
port the theory.” He w ent'on to ex
The avoiding of duplication alone in
plain that technocracy is a collection Approximately One Thousand Cords said Professor Clark. “And as the expenses will be pro-rated, figuring
How
much
has
football
cost
the'p'
the units is a valuable saving to the |
timber is not suitable for lumber the on the basis of each school. Dr. Rowe
of facts that have been evolved by a
Of Wood Are Removed
cannot exactly estimate the expenses
people of Montana If imitation is the | State University and how much has
cost would be prohibitive.
self-appointed committee of scientists
sjneerest flattery, then the chancellor the student-body contributed toward
“There is much work to be done by for the meet, but he does believe that
under the auspices of Columbia uni- Sluce late October of last year, Mlsthe committee can meet $1,500 of the
ship system is a good one, as several that sport?” The answer to this ques
versity. It is an energy survey of Loula residents have been issued more students of the School of Forestry and
total expenses. How much more they
states, the most recent being Oregon, tion has been supplied by Peter
North America and attempts to nieas-1 ulau three hundred and fifty free-use they are able to derive great benefit
can meet will depend upon the willing
have adopted plans similar to this one Meloy, president of the Associated Stufrom
this
type
of
work
as
it
Is
tech
modern civilization by energy W0(JJ permits, allowing them to take
Southwestern Scenes Are Shown to
ness of the business men of Missoula
of Montana's. A trained educator, dents, In a recent survey showing
units. These findings have received cordwood from the School of Forestry nical forestry. In addition credit may
Montana Mountaineers
to raise additional funds. The prob
whose job is to know school texts, comparative incomes and expenditures
extensive notice by leading magazines, timber tract in Pattee canyon. Per be applied toward degrees.” .
able cost of the meet this year will
budgets and courses of study, can do for the last four football seasons.
Pictures, some of them in techni- financial bulletins and news reviews, mits will be allowed until April 15.
be $3,000, and any amount over that
‘-Savings effected in Athletic Board!
more to keep six widely-separated
“They report,” he continued, “that . In an estimate made by Prof. Fay
v,,
,
„ 4Krt11
1009 color, of canyons, deserts and Indians
sum will be divided among the com
’
,
’,
,
v,
units on a par with each other, finan expenditures for football (the 1932
'taken in the Southwest last October America is in a serious economic and U clark| who ia ln charge of operapeting teams to the extent of one-half
cially and scholastically, than any season only) were not sufficient to
were shown by K. D. Swan at the social crisis, duo to the development ] tlon8i approximately one thousand
of the team expenses.
casually interested board of business make up the loss from decreased rev
Montana Mountaineer dinner given at of the machine and the consequent I cords have been taken from the 90enues,”
Meloy
stated.
The
statement.
men. however conscientious they might
Definite decision as to whether the
unemployment resulting therefrom. acrc tract to date, and more than eight
I committee will guarantee complete
wish to be. We do not agree with all of football expenditures shows a net the ChImney Corner Frlday evemng;
Showln* scenes trom the Grand They show that if energy units which hundred additional cords will be taken
financing of the meet will not be made
of the Chancellor's plans, viz., the deficit of $2,911.83 for the past season,
America employs today were operated | out by April 15. Each permittee is
until March. Invited high schools will
building of more dormitories,—but we but the statement also shows a n e tl0^ 0” ’ Mr’ Swan sald that the vlew
from Point Sublime on the north rim at capacity they would do work that allowed five cords of wood for home Touring Troop of Professional Tennis
be Informed then of the committee’s
do feel that a Chancellor is an essen surplus or profit for the 1929, 1930
Players Will He In Missoula
of the canyon is the most striking would require five times the popula
decision.
tial part of the well-being and func-1 and 1931 seasons of $5,503.92,
During Early March
tion of the world to accomplish were
view of the canyon.
‘The decision,” said Dr. Rowe, “may
(toning of these scattered schools of I
1932 Expenditures Decrease
"A structure of beauty," ho said, "is we to attempt to do it by man-power.” •THREE GRADUATE STUDENTS
ours, and we hope the ^ gislature will
Expenditures for the 1932 season
Big Bill Tilden, peer of all profes be hard to make, because times are
Technocrats state that the solution
not get too hasty in removing his job. Wcre materially less than for the 1929, the Rainbow Bridge in Arizona over of this problem of the machine re Three former county superintend sional tennis players,. will include a worse this year than they were last
* • »
11930 and 1931 seasons. The depression a tributary of the Colorado. It is a placing man-power does not lie in ents, all graduate students, are reg series of matches at the State Univer year, but we had the biggest crowd
affecte7the"budget and every'item of mammoth structure; the whole United
then that we have ever had at an
either communism, socialism or fas istered at the State University. They sity in his final exhibition trip through
ELL weeks have been, probably
expense was cut, except sums for States capitol building could be placed cism. They state that most of the ex are Ethel J. Starner of Circle, McCone the United States this year. Tilden, Interacholastic Meet.”
are, and Inevitably will be a
underneath
it.
guarantees and officials for home
pedients that are being adopted at the county; Annie L. Chester of Town who is now in New York, will soon
jjouic of entertainment 01
am“ games and for early season training
present time to combat unemployment send, Broadwater county, and Daisy start on the trip which will take him
pus for the rest of this year. We have | table. The explanation of the first
are merely palliatives, Mr. Greene ex- Blackstone of Chinook, Blaine county. from Madison Square Garden to Flor
always been rather decidedly opposed is that two non-conference games, one
ida and through the western1part of
I plained. They give as the only pos
the country.
to so autocratic a system of humiliat- freshman game and two conference
sible means out of the dilemma the {
log fellow human-beings. It seems to | games were played on the home field
------- *----Tilden and his company of profes-1
abandonment of the price system, to
slonal
stars will play in Missoula on Insert, Mountain and Eastern Flora
us that there are other methods, Just | tbls year- 0l,e o£ the conference
gether with controlled production.
Are Included in Collection
March 1, using, the floor of the men’s
"But this raises some awkward
as effective and certainly much more U amea re«uired a large suf an£ee’ I n |
gymnasium for a court. Hans Nusquestions," said Mr. Greene. ■"Who
■tallied, of impressing a neophyte “one o£ these «ames wpre lhe gate
Dr. C. L. Hitchcock is at the present
selein, German star, and Bruce Barnes
shall own the machinery that does
with the privileges he will be accord- reCeIptS nearIy ade°Uat® t0 C° m ' “ T
------------time mounting several collections of
R o o t an(j Corvallis Apples our work; who shall determine w hat|
of Texas, are two of Tilden’s partners
ed by becoming a member of the 'penses. Since the conference passed |
plants which have been received re
uling last year which allowed early
who have won favor with the crowds
machinery shall be built and how
Greek-letter organization he has
Are Offered As Wager
cently by the Department of Botany.
fall training to start on September 10
in every city they have played.
m u c h 'it shall produce; upon what
chosen. But the other evening we
In “Tailspin Tommy”
One group which is of special in-,
instead of September 15, additional exSororities
May
Agree
Not
to
Take
plan
shall
this
division
be
made;
how
saw three humble boot-blacks who
Tilden, who-will be 41 years old in terest is the one which Dr. Hitchcock
dM
n/vt seem ito ube overly depressed
,
a pense was thus involved,
aifl not
1
,
■
, . , .. ,
Guests to Dinner Before
"I'll bet a red one,” “I’ll raise you and by whom are these amounts to
February, has recently announced that collected with the help of Dr. Munz
I I iha. . . ,
.
* . ,
The item in which the largest sav
oy their lowly status in society. And
,
- .
. ..
■_ three Bitter Root first graders,” may be given?”
he will retire, from the competitive of Pomona college, Clairmont, Cal.
Or After Dance
iiF
x . ,. ,
.
.
. ing was made during this season was
’That,” he concluded, "technocracy
__v . ■ it-occurred to us that we have heard .
, „ ,
. „
be the common talk at card games
game in the autumn. This means the During the past year Dr. Hitchcock
m
.
the cost of travel to games played
does
not
tell
us;
they
tell
us
it
Is
a
Lina
Greene,
Missoula,
chairman
of
and
the
click
of
poker
chips
may
be
retirement of a man who has put ten taught at Pomona college, taking the
men relate, with relish and amuseFewer players were
replaced by the plunk of apples as problem that must be worked out by arrangements for the eighteenth an- nis on the front pages of American place of Dr. Munz who was on sab
ment, tales of the hardships they had | a" a/ / r^ m ,“ “m a1_
taken on the trips and day coaches
Inual Co-ed formal, reported at a meet- newspapers and made his name
they are placed on the table, If Glenn the people themselves.”
undergone to earn the jewelled pins
batical leave. During the spring Dr.
instead of Pullman cars were used in
--------------------------Ing of Associated Women Students synonymous with tennis from Alaska
Chaffin, co-author of “Tailspin Tom
they wore. And then it occurred to
Munz and Dr. Hitchcock made a trip
several instances.
at
/~i
n
yesterday afternoon that the plans for to China. He was America’s ranking
my,” has anything to say about it.
W, further, that people are very
through Death valley and Panamint
Federal Tax Is Item
the dance are working out satisfac- tennis player from 1920 to 1930 and
In Sunday’s Missoulian, which car
Peculiar, and that reform is not alvalley in California with a group of
In spite of the 10 per cent federal
outstanding professional since Pomona college students looking for
*ays appreciated by those whom it
ries the adventures of "Tailspin Tom
ti) r iiy a n d tllat the <*anc® promises to its
tax on sporting goods, equipment and
be one of the most successful in the then.
my," reference was made to the
would help. So we decided to forget
spring flora of the type which was
supplies, nearly one-third less was
famous Bitter Root valley when A new gas range has been given the history of the tradition.
our natural inclination toward critlHis present plans call for profes
I spent in the 1932 season than in the
In order to cut down expenses this sional matches in the United States to be found on the floors of the desert
Skeeter
bet
his
companion
a
Corvallis
cism and hope that all the young suf 1931 season for these items. Substan
Department of Home Economics by
valleys.
apple. "Previous reference was made the Northwest States Utilities com year, it was suggested that the co-eds until June 15 and then a tour of The party entered Death valley by
ferers find that it has been worth
t i a l savings were also made in the
to the valley when a Bitter Root apple pany through the efforts of T. G. do not take their guests to dinner Europe, after which he will hang up I way of Emigrant pass and according
while—and change the subject.
[costs of labor, publicity, scouting and
was offered as a wager.
Swearingen, head of the maintenance either before or after the dance. Sor his racquet and begin promoting large to Dr. Hitchcock, found much of inawards. The 10 per cent federal tax
Chaffin is an ex-student of the State department and officials of the firm, orities have been asked to discuss this indoor tennis courts.
terest in the numerous deserted mines
S USUAL, the Masquers’ one-act also applied to gate receipts and cut
University School of Journalism. He ln exchange for the old range, which matter with their members and bring
By the time he returns from Europe, throughout the valley,
program was entertaining and this Item of revenue,
back a definite decision in the matter
and Hal Forrost are the originators was also a gift.
at
least
one
of
his
proposed
courts
Another collection of plants has
well done. We liked the choice of A s expenses to date amount to $19,- of the comic-feature “Tailspin Tommy,’
“The design of the exterior is a at the next meeting.
will be finished and ready for opera- been received from the Carnegie In-*
Hfak890.93 and revenue to $16,979, an opeiPlays and their presentation. T h e ,a(ing deflctt o|. ?29U 93 was SUBtai„ed which Is syndicated in many news great improvement,” said Miss Helen. Grace Johnson, chairman of the tion. Big Bill believes, though other stitute at Stanford which Includes
wordless Chair Man in the last farce: for (|l0 1932 season. Add to the oper- papers throughout the country. His Gleason, head o£ the Department 0r commlttees In charge o£ the innual professionals have failed to draw in hypes found in the Sierra-Nevada
Christmas party given for the poor
home is in Corvallis, where he at Home Economics.
this country, that if good tennis is mountains.
was a beautiful example of the effec- atlng deficit the $89.55 cost of the
tended the grade and high schools According to the manager of the gas {children of the city, gave a report on offered the public will pay to see it. j a smaller collection of plants repretifencss of pantomime. The petulant j score board and a beginning deficit
the
party held last December.
entering the State University, company, the new range has automatic j
Tilden said that tennis has been half Jseating types found throughout the
°W Sergeant-Major in the melodramajof $1,399.77 attributable to other ath -| ®ole
of the characters In his cartoon top heating, an insulated heat-con
his life, enabling him to represent his eastern states was received from the
achieved his success through tones ofiletlc activities than football, makes it I an^
are named after his friends and rela trolled ovon, non-clog three-in-one
country
against almost every nation. Grey Herbarium of Harvard univervoice—a difficult method of charac- j necessary for the Athletic Board to
College Knowledge Program
It enabled him to meet the world’s sity
terlzation. The crowd was surpris- borrow about $4,500 to balance its ac- tives In the Bitter Root valley. "Herb” burnors'tw o utility drawers and many I
Is named after Herb Slack, a resident other improvements.
Over Station KGV0
best people and to enjoy himself in
Ingly large for a one-act audience. 1count.
of the valley, and “Betty" is a girl
Mrs. Violet Hollis of the Northwest
what he believes to be the best of all
BEG YOUR PARDON
Just goes to show that all people j
Cost of Football
friend of his wife's.
States Utilities company demonstrated
games. He has been in big-time tennis
Tonight! 8:30 to 9 o’Clock
ateded was a realization' of the cn-J According to Meloy, the Athletic
Due
to
an error in the registrar’s
lie is the son of Mr. and Mrs. M. L. the new range by cooking a meal with
Dr. J. P. Rowe will talk on “Why since 1911 and feels that at 41 it is
'attainment possibilities of one-act j Board should find it possible, by careoffice, - the name of Jane Tucker,
Chaffin, Corvallis, who are pioneer both sections of the foods 15b class
Montana Is Called the Treasure time to quit.
Plays,
Ifully budgeting its funds, to repay any
Great Falls, who made 30 grade
State.” Hazel Alden will give sev
------------- ------------ j borrowed money within three years. residents of the Bitter Root. He is a yesterday afternoon.
Fritz Walker, Great Falls, injured points with an index of 2.5, was omit
K- L. Freeman, professor in the Do- "This statement,” says Meloy, "has nephew of C. C. Chaffin of Missoula.
eral contralto solos, accompanied
Emily Mills spent Sunday at her
her
knee
while
skiing
Sunday
after*
ted from the autumn quarter honor
Since
leaving
Montana
he
has
made
P|ttment of English, was Injured Sat- Been submitted to the students for the
by Russell Watson on the violin.
home at Hamilton.
noon.
roll.
his home ln Los Angeles, Calif.
Wday afternoon while skiing.
|
(Continued on Page Four)
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{Sever/ Discusses

With the
at Montana

Flowering Plants
Asks Aid of Club in Supplying Campns
Rock Garden With Flowers

Dr. J. W. Severy, professor of botany
ALPHA PHI
at the State University talked Satur
The national organization of Alpha day to members of the Missoula
Alpha Xi D e lta ................................................................................... Fireside Phi was founded at Syracuse unlver-1 Women's club discussing the tlowerSubscription price, $2.50 per year.
Delta Delta D e lta .............................................................................. Fireside slty, Syracuse, N. Y., In 1872. Forty- ing plants of Western Montana and
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
Sigma Alpha E p s ilo n ..................................................................... Fireside six years later, In 1918, Chi chapter telling them of the plans being made
Sigma Kappa ................................................................................... Formal was established on this campus when]for the rook garden on the campus.
Delta Phi Zcta, a local sorority, was
Dr. Severy varied the procedure
JOHN B. CURTIS.......................................................... - .........EDITOR
North Hull
I Ignatius, Helen Halloran of Anaconda, granted a charter by Alpha Phi.
from that usually taken by speakers
CAUGHT BY THE CAMPUS CAMERA
Mary Alice Coulson was the lunch- Eleanor Potter of Greenough, and
In 1902, the first Intersorority con- on the subject of local plants and told
RICHARD SCHNEIDER....................................BUSINESS MANAGER
Dick (Shires) Fox falling down eon guest Saturday of Margaret Ruth- Betty Ann Polleys of Missoula. A
ference was held In Chicago, with his listeners of the life habits of dif.
stairs—A.T.O., Phi SIg, Slg Ep, D.S.L. erford.
luncheon was held Saturday afternoon Alpha Pill acting as hostess. Six sor ferent plants, reasons for their
and Sigma Nit tongs proclaiming open
Elinor Shaw was the guest of Mary at the Florence hotel for the actives orities attended this meeting which peculiar distribution and differentiated;
season on pledges ns they open the Emmett for dinner Sunday.
{and the initiates.
was the beginning of the national Pan- the types of flowers.
That Dean of American Humorists, Will Rogers, seems to be having Hell Week season—Eva (Goldilocks) Alberta Wilcox was a guest
Familiar plants such as buttercup,
Hellenic organization.
Lesell leading the fall quarter grade- Marlon Lewellen at dinner Sunday.
Fireside
considerable trouble with his critics lately. Dr. C. 0. Johnson of the
Prominent in campus activities, daisy, white camas, bitter root, phlox,
slickers—Charles (Ding-dong) Bell re
Washington State college at Pullman, has caused quite a stir, to say ceiving the American Legion scholar Billie Marie Flicklnger was a guest Sigma Nu fraternity was host at a Alpha Phi lias held one of the fore- jflnaP dragon, shooting star, larkspur,
of Dorothy M. Eder at dinner Sun- j fireside held at the chapter house most positions on the campus since r uR*ne' flowering currant and many
the least, by his statement that the sage of the “com- ship award at the Grill—Many juniors
day.
Saturday evening. Prof, and Mrs.
Professor
mon people” “ knows little about international relations petitioning for the Central Board va Ruth Perham spent the week-end ILe0n Richards were chaperons. Music her Installation. In 1931 and 1932, the otherB were discussed and their
members of this sorority were peculiarities of location and growth
Will Rogers
and folks who permit his writings to influence or shape cancies left open by Chalmer (HI) Ly in Butte, returning to Missoula Sun- L as. furnished by the Kampus Kings,
awarded the Scholarship cup and the Iexplained.
v
_____
their belief, are likely to find themselves all wrong.” man and Lehman Fox — Barnard day afternoon.
same year, they won second prize for
Severy invited members of the
Miss Billie Kester of Helena Is the
»
Masqners Entertain
Dr. Johnson goes on to state that the “professors of economics, polTrack Meet decorations. First prize M*3S0Ula club to co-operate with the
guest of Mrs. Theodore Brantly.
Montana Masquers entertained at a was awarded the Alpha Phi contest- botanY and biology departments to the
itics, social sciences and history are in accord that Will Kogers is a L roduction _ Ted (Conch) Cooney
social meeting at the Little Theater ants in the Co-ed Prom act In 1929 ext*nt °* helping supply plants to
very good humorist, but also that he is no authority on international working out his mat-maulers in prepFormal
r0<dt safden on the campus
affairs. It is most unfortunate that the American people take him laration for the M Club Tourney—Mae North hall women were hostesses at Friday evening. All of the guests and the sorority has participated in e*0®*1
came dressed to represent characters several Varsity Vodvll finals daring “ embers of the club were asked to
seriously for very often he is far wrong. Why, Will Rogers has more McCarty managing the opening a formal dance Friday n ight The
in previous Masquer productions. ’Re- Its career. Members of this group ca" one 01 tbe departments before
series
of
the
Intramural
hockey
sched
chaperons were Pres, and Mrs. C. H. | [reshments
influence in the United States than all the college professors of history
re served during the have been active In several of the Imaking trips Into the mountains in
ule—Dr. Harry Turney-High leaving Clapp, Prof, and Mrs. F. C. Scheuch,
put together. That is regrettable.”
campus organizations, Including Mas- p rder
And out what kind of foliage
St. Patrick’s hospital—Alex Blewett Dean H arriet R. Sedman, Prof, and evening.
quers. Sigma Alpha Iota. Theta Sigma and Plants were needed for the garMaybe it is regrettable, but we have always admired Will Rogers besieged by two fair damsels—Mae Mrs. C. F. Deiss, Mrs. Theodore
Week-end gueata at the Sigma Chi Phi, Psl Chi, Symphony orchestra and den and *n order
8Ct description.
for the fact that he didn't have to have a senate committee and a (Gallopin’ Ghost) McCall still going Branlly, Miss LaGreta Lowman and
house were Virgil Lockerldge, Alex Glee club.
of tlle Plan,s 80 that recognition would
secret six to come out and say what he thought. His ability to “ hit to school — Hank (T.N.T.) Bias tic Miss Ruth Nickey. Ninety couples ICnnilingham and Tom Tobin,
,
.
,
.
be
easy.
broadcasting from the steps of the were present Nat Allen and his orAmong students who are members
'• ,
. w
the nail on the head” has always appealed to us. We admit we know
.. .
.
Margaret Lord returned Monday of Alpha Phi and who have been prom
LIP Theatre—Grizzly Basketeers re . . ,
.
..
,
.
nothing about his abilities as an arranger of international affairs, but turning after a surprise defeat—Jack chestra furnished the music.
after spending the week-end at her inent on the campns In recent years
at the same time, won’t you admit that usually he gets quite a subtle Couglll missing the first tea of the
n . . .. ..
|home in Yellowstone National park.
: Ella Pollinger, A. W. S. presi
Corbin Hall
meaning in most of his writings? It has only been in the last six months year.
.
_____
Miss Billie Kester of Helena was A1»ha phi held Initiation Saturday dent, Spar and Mortar Board; Ger-i
that Mr. Rogers has been criticized as he has, the cause being his About the hardest part of preparing the dinner guest of Mrs. F. K. Turner. tor Emma Bole- Bozeman, and Vlr- trade Hawks, May Fete chairman and
Masquer; Edna Talt, Mortar Board
At the request of Miss Leora M.
statements regarding the war debts and the settlement of certain in for the future, most students find, Is Mrs. Maud Betterton was a guest of klnla Talt, Whitehall.
Mrs. F. K. Turner for dinner Satur- Mary Castles spent the week-end at and Masquer; Marion Cline, Mortar I Hapner, head of the Department of
ternational affairs. We were quite pleased to see the latest comment picking the right future.
Board and president of Sigma Alpha Education and Psychology at the State;
day.
her home in Superior.
of this noted writer, concerning the freedom of the Philippines in |Aud wearier I get and wearier,
Emaline Gould was a guest of Mary Beth MacKenzie was a dinner Iota; Ruth Gillespie, Mortar Board; College at Bozeman, Prof. W. P. Clark
which he mildly berrated us for expecting from those people, inex- of co-eds aloof, and ultra-superior.
Georgia Buckhouse at dinner Satur- guest at the Sigma Kappa house Sun Dorothy Hannifin, vice-president of of the Department of Foreign Lanperienced in the ways of diplomacy, an organization and operation
------Law School association; Marcia Pat- guages will prepare the Latin tests
day.
-day.
of their government equal to Washington, D. C. We expect them to
terson, A. W. S. president; Mary Kim- to be used at the district and state
..
Frances Richards was a luncheon
Formal
, „
_ .
ball, president of Pan-Hellenic and >scholarship contests this year. Dis
be a b e to accomplish, with ten years coaching, what we have been .. . .. „„„ ■ .
.
.__...
,
tguest at the Kappa Delta house Mon.
.. , . i r a
r 1.1
r
,,
,
that the R series of automobile The annual Corbin hall winter formember of Kappa Tan; Marguerite trlct contests will be held April 11
unable to accomplish ni 150 years of solid experience and hard knocks. Ilcense plateB wm agaln ,)c a8g|gned
mal was held Friday night. Chaperons
Hughes, A. W. S. president and May and 15 and the State contests April
Well, anyway, whether Will Rogers is an authority or he isn’t, we to a select list of his friends, Governor | were Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Dean Mable Colby was a Sunday dinner
Queen; Helen Castles, secretary of 27, 28 and 29.
still enjoy reading his criptic comments, and we enjoy disagreeing Rolph explained: “The plates are Harriet R. Sedman, Helen Groff, Mr.|*ueat at t,ie De,ta Gamma house,
Central Board.
Professor Clark says that both Lada
with him every once in a while just for the fun of the thing.
merely a courtesy of the governor’s and Mrs. T. G. Swearingen and Mrs.
MrsK- Chapman of< Deer Lodge
Local alumni and faculty members I and Latin II students will be tested
_________ _______________
office. They imply no special privilege F. K. Turner. Guests were Mildred wa8 a week-end guest at the Alpha
belonging to this sorority are: Isobell first, upon their ability to read and
or immunity.”
Huxley, Alice Crawford, Gladys A v e r y , h o u s e .
Brown. Instructor In the Department answer questions upon this reading;
At the risk of being accused of triteness and platitudes, once again
Nevertheless we’d like, to have a set June Hartley, Lovlna Calrd, Josephine I Miss Gladys Allred was a dinner of History; Cora Quast, formerly of and secondly, to form and identify the
we are going to mention an unpleasant subject — one which has been . „
,,
, , ,,
house Mon- the Metropolitan Opera; Ruth Smith, parts of speech and explain their posG
. .
. ,? . .
.
.
i > i
i
of the new plates . . . particularly If Llgget, Josephine Wilkins, Alice «ueat at lh® Kal)l)a
the joy of Kaimin editorial writers tor we don t know how many gen- the highway
act goas through, Lamb, Virginia Connolly, Phyllis L eh-pay overi*nSpresident of A. A. U. W., and state tlons In the sentences,
erations. Have you ever noticed, especially of late, the [
j maun. Marlon Smith, Dorothy John-j Kay ®van8» Kae Logan and Hazel secretary; Mltzl Bromon, Y. W. C. A.I These papers will be graded at tht
son,
Amoretta
Junod,
Virginia
GrayiThoma«
wer*
supper
guests
at
the
“It
requires
considerable
effort
to
secretary.
State College by a key furnished by
considerable
percentage
of
people
who,
obviously,
in
Give
The Lawns spired by the descending thermometer mercury, take drink enough beer to get Intoxicated.” beal, Joy Browning, Betty tfelleher, home of Belt>r Rosa ,n Bonner Sat- | Many members of Alpha Phi sor- Professor Clark. He prepared the
—Prof. Yandell Henderson ot-Yalo, Kay Evans, Elza Huffman, Bunny jur^ay evening,
orlty are prominent nationally. Among Ipapers for (be state contest last year,
leave o f'th e sidewalks and strike out for themselves
A Break
testifying before House Ways and O’Leary, Mabel Colby, Margaret John-j Kathryn Coe spent the week-end in them are; Anna Roosevelt Dahl,|
------------ -■
over the various stretches of campus lawn? And have Means Committee.
Ison, Kathleen Dunn, Mary Storey,IBixon.
daughter of President-elect Roose-l Acfln Gordon, Great Falls, is in Cofv
you noticed the result? Wc imagine, if we pay heed to that fine old
ILynda Jane Bruckhauser, Katherine I Margaret Breen was a dinner guest velt; Clara Bradley Burdette, honor- jb*n baB Infirmary with the flu.
adage of “People in glass houses,” that we are not in a very strategic ] One never gets anything without Earnon, Bessie Webster, Margot Milne, a* Gie Alpha Phi house Sunday.
| ary vice president of the International I ~
.
Esther Strauss, Margaret Sullivan and I Norman Walker and Stan Scearce Federation of Women’s Clubs; Alilllposition to say anything, having been, we confess, guilty ourselves, jurying, is our theory, Professor.
Dependable Always
Kathleen Morrison. Music was furn- of Roaan wer® week-end guests at the [cent E. Mattochs, delegate to Inter
Nevertheless, the walking-on-the-grass situation has reached the point,
(Classified ad)—Marble games, $, (shed by Junior Dean.
! Delta Sigma Lambda house.
national Federation of University
we feel, where a certain sence of decency should forbid its contin tor good bed, children's toys, dishes
____
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Tarbets were IWomen's conference at Edinburgh last
uance. The Main Hall lawn is fast beginning to resemble a small-town j or what. Box Z1555.
Formal Initiation
guests at the Phi Sigma Kappa house July; Marian Dole Roper, entrant In I Famous Ice Cream <ud Punches
lot after a two-day carnival. An aerial view of the campus probably We’ll guess with you . . . what?
Sigma Nu fraternity held formal ini- for dinner Sunday,
diving contests at Olympic and winner Makers of Pecan Kruuch and other
delicious ice cream treats.
tiation ceremonies Sunday morning at
Howard Gullickson was a dinner of third place; Nancy Ann Miller,
would show a heterogeneous system of trails and paths, much re
Let us answer your questions on the chapter house. The new actives guest at the Sigma Nu house Saturday
sembling those X-ray. pictures of sad-iooking individuals so wont to
iMahrlna of India; Mrs. Walter Dtel
technocracy. The Broadcaster’s knowl are: Robert Lebkicher, Miles City; evening.
Scott, wife of the president of North-j
grace anatomy-lecture rooms.
edge nook for busy Montana students. Marlin Maughan, Lethbridge, Alta.;
Tuesday evening dinner' guests at
* John Morrison, Livingston. Preceding the Sigma Phi Epsilon house were western; Winifred Johnston, poetess|
It is quite evident that the increased laxity has grown up since the Send In your questions.
and writer.
de-paddling of Bear Paw power, a year ago. This, at any rate, seems Question—As I understand it, every the ceremony, those to be initiated Jack Oliver, Leonard Nelson, John Mcto be the concensus, as far as we can ascertain. It is now up to the one-will be required to work at what were honored at a Silent supper at the Qllvcry and James Sonstelie.
TWO WOMEN INJURED
he or she Is best fitted for If Tech
Formal pledging was held Sunday at
students (and faculty); whether that little blow which one’s pride nocracy Is adopted. What arrange house Saturday evening.
IN TOBOGGAN ACCIDENT
in lovely mesh hosiery in
■■■'
the Kappa Alpha Theta house for
suffers, if any, when helping to make a mess of the campus will be ments will bo made for utilizing the
Fireside
Edith Atkinsou of Havre.
all the popular shades at
Katherine Evans, Whitehall and Fae
sufficient to keep people on the walks, remains to be seen.
services of this country's 7,182 colora Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity enter- Friday night dinner guests at th_ Logan, Deer Lodge, sustained painful
the low price of
It has been suggested by some persons that it would not be amiss, tura sopranos, of which I am one? | tained at an Informal dance at the IKappa Kappa Gamma house 'were Injuries Saturday evening near Bon
chapter house Saturday evening. Capt. Frances Walker, Mary Isabel Stewart, ner when the toboggan on which they
if a legitimate criss-cross path were laid out across the oval. Other Sophia Volceboxx.
Answer—Each will be permitted to and Mrs. Fred Rogers and Lieut, and Evelyn Hemgren and Ruth Polleys.
and
were riding struck a loose plank l>y
campuses, notably that of Washington, it was pointed out, are cov
sing one note, thus requiring 327 Mrs. A. E. Rothermlch were the chap- j Josephine Marsh was a dinner guest the side of the path. Miss Evans will
charming sleeping pajamas,;
ered with clay paths which take students to their destinations by direct coloraturas for one song, during
erons of the evening.
at the Kappa Alpha Theta house Sun- be confined to her home this week.
exquisite la ce-trim m e d
courses — and the unlovely effect which results when it becomes a which time all radios will be discon
-------day.
nightgowns, adorable ted
matter of every man for himself is thus avoided. Perhaps it is trifling nected by a central control switch.
Buffet Supper
David Roberts. William Dineen and
Actives and pledges of Delta Gamma | George
Georgo Boomer
Boome of Hamilton, were
dies and dance sets — for
with a tradition which was intended to grow, when the Montana cam
Question—I am a Technocrat, but I sorority were entertained b;
such re a s o n a b le prices
week-end guests at the Alpha Tau
pus was laid out. Yet, in this matter-of-fact age, when traditions go
do not understand what It means. Mothers club at a buffet supper given 0 niega house,
ranging from
for naught, and efficiency and speed and common-sense hold sway, Please give me a correct definition of
at the home of Mrs. George M. Jen
Dinner guests at the Kappa Alpha
it seems like a plausible idea.
Technocracy, which I can pass on to uings Sunday evening.
Theta house Thursday night were
my customers. Fiddle, the Barber.
Modern glass frames are beau
may be secured from
K
appim
itlntloi!
[Helen
Schroeder. Georgia Stripp and
tiful as well as useful. Let us
A student at a junior college in Texas has offered to auction five Answer—Technocracy, according to
show you the new styles.
Kappa Kappa Gamma held formal | a”a aC ona '
H. Scott, assumes front its postulate
years of his services in after-college life for the $3,000 he needs to
that there already exist certain funda initiation Saturday for Beth Hammett I K,,tl,erlne Slnnott was a ‘lIn,ler
pay his expenses through university. He is doing this because he mental and arbitrary units which, in of Billings, Mary Bobbins of Butte, ? ucst aM he All’l,a Chl 0raega houae
.
believes he cannot work his way through conjunction with derived units, can Jane Nofsingcr of Missoula, Margaret rb u ' sdaj night.
One Way of Beating the college and still get full value out of his be extended to form a new and basic Bielenberg of Deer Lodge, Mary Kohn M 1,8 Cath«rlnc White and her
129 East Broadway
Missoula. Jerusha Murray of St. mo or
<Hnncr gucsU at lhe
Unemployment Racket studies. Unless his offer is accepted by method for quantitative analysis and of
_________________________________ Kappa Alpha Theta house Sunday.
determination.
someone in the profession for which he
like to use It In opposition to one now
Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
intends to prepare himself, his education is apt to prove very costly. The lea at North are not a treat on the market. Our title would bo c h * 0meSa house were Marie Chris'Here It Is Monday, and I Ain't Got tla"' Katherine Slnnott and Hannalee
Evidently this student is willing to pay a high premium for his One net ;r gels enough to eat.
a Dollar."
| Headley.
education. If he were unable to accept an offer in his specialized
(N8FA)—According to mid-term re
_____
| Mary Beth MacKenzie was a dinner
field, five years without an active contact with his preferred profession
ports posted at the registrar’s office
There arc only 10 more days 'till guest at the Alpha Chl Omega house
might result in permanent inability to establish himself in it. At recently, 1460 University of North Co-ed.
Friday night.
least he would have lost five years and much valuable experience. Carolina students are falling their

Grizzly B a n d .......................................................................................... Mixer

Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.

Saturday, January 28

Clark Will Write
State Latin Tests

HERRICK’S

Exceptionally
Fine Values
69c

Are Your Frames
Up-to-Date?

$1.00 to $2.95

BARNETT
Optical Co.

D irect C O N T A C T

Even though the student is successful in receiving the kind of work
he believes he wants when he enters college, four years of education
might change his views on the matter and his interest might develop
along other lines. The employee might also find that the finished
product is not what he had planned on or that he is not capable of
fulfilling the position. The risk is a double one.
While working his way through college does give the student less
time for his studies, at the completion of his education he is free at
least to try to do the work in which he is most interested. On the
other hand, this might be one way to relieve the after-graduation
unemployment situation.
We are glad to see that the retaining wall on the edge of Dornblaser
field is to be lengthened. We wonder if some facetious person will
christen it the “Wailing Wall"?
There are three genders: masculine, feminine and crooner.— U.S.C.
Daily Trojan.

ber of
of
2,800.
At that rate 11 would take on
spring quarters In a row to flu;
all of the students at Montuna.
Especially If the Colllei

Do not ask her to go skill lug
If you wish to keep your ruling.
STUDENT STORE
Sometimes I feel like a million
But I always feel like a bloke
When I haven’t a cent In my pocket
And my co-ed asks for a coke
Which ought to be Incorporated
Into a now popular song. Wc would

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
j

LAST TIMES TODAY!

TODAY tn THURSDAY!

“T he Strange
Interlude”

William Powell

With Shearer and Gable
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

Boris Karloff
(Frankenstein)
— In —

“ The Mummy ”
The most talked about picture of Kk
kind-—don’t miss seeing It.

— Ami —

Joan Blondell
-in —

Is one of the most straightforward and simple
ways of carrying on any business transaction.
When you deal with The School of Journalism
Press you eliminate all extra cost such as agents’
fees—you are dealing directly with the pro
ducer. How much easier it is to have your
printing done where you can drop around
and talk over your wants!

“Law yer M an”
It’s got all lhe elements of bang-up
entertainment.

"The Campus Print Shop for Campus Printing”

Always u Big Show nt Little Prices

School of Journalism Press

10c and 30c

On the Campus

January 24, 1933

THE

Grizzlies Go
Down Before
Saint Squad

MONTANA

KAIM1N

Grizzlies Prepare
\Silfast
For B obcat T ilt
B e st S co re
This W eek-end

Sporty Vents

Now that the Grizzlies have been
defeated by Carroll college wo hope
that the anvil chorus does not begin.
Instead of branding our team as a
Moyd Andrews and, Jack McDonald
bunch of bums, let's give credit where
Arc Dropped From Squad
Accurate Shooting, Close Guarding it is due and admit that the Saints
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi Delta
By Lewandowskl
Gives Helena Basketeers
must have a mighty good team.
Theta and Sigma Chi Down

|

On Saturday

39-34 Victory

The depression has caused many
Launching a barrage ot sharp-slioot- changes in the athletic world, but one
uig which at times seemed uncanny, of the most Interesting changes pro
g gjn-ol College Saints Saturday posed is a Notre Dame-Mlchigan foot
lassed an upset iuto the state^ basket-1 ball game next year. The game is
Mil race and turned the Grizzlies only a rumor as yet but there are
Md with a 39-34 defeat
many reasons why it should be played.
Tie Saints were hot and hit the
hoop with nearly seventy-five per cent
Michigan is one ot the schools find
ollhelr tries. Add surprisingly close ing it hard to fill their stadiums re-,
nanUng and the best team vwon. At cently and Notre Dame will bring
halt time the Saints posted a 20-13 them more money for a single game
load and in the final period stopped than any other opponent. On the other
i late Grizzly rally which threatened hand, Notre Dame, who is always sure
lo tie the score.
of packing them in away from home
pick Fox, veteran guard, and Buck is finding it very difficult to fill their
Heller, center, carried the burden of own stadium at South Bend.
lie Grizzly attack but the Saints were
unstoppable. O’Connor, forward and
These two teams on their average
goard for the Helena quint, regained strength through the decade hnve
his eye for the first time this season been the best In Hie mid-west. They
saddropped six field goals to tie with both hare a large following and would
Cos tor individual high-scoring hon- be sure to draw large crowds from
Detroit and Chicago wherever the
ors..
Thirteen fouls were called on the game was played. The two schools
Siiits but the Grizzlies were able are only three hours travelling time
lo convert only two free attempts. apart.
The Saints added three tallies on as
many fouls allowed by the Grizzlies.
Red Grange, whose ball-carrying
Lineup and Summary
statistics have been mentioned in
Grizzlies (84).
FG FT. PF l»ts. terms of miles, was stopped very efAndrews, I S ----- .. 0 0 1 0 fectively by the Green Bay Packers
Heller, ■c'-,.............. - 5 0 0 10 In a charity grid game at San FranMcDonald. £ ........... 2 0 1 4, cisco Sunday. The famous redhead’s
Dzhlberg, 'c ........... _ 0 16 0 0 average yardage was a minus 4 tor
Fill, g£-— — v.— _ 6 1 0 13 the day’s work.
Hileman, g ............. - 0- 1 1 1
Brown, f
:------- _ 3 0 1 6
Oregon State Is still angling for a
Erickson, t
— .. 0 0 0- 0
football coach. A blg-tline coach at a
Carroll (30)
small-time salary Is what they hnve
O'Connor, f. g . ...... .. 6 o 2 12
In mind. Percy Locej, director of nthJ. Ffeebourne, £ ..... | 2 1 3 5 letJcs a t Denver, is one of the most
|
3
1
6
0
May,
------prominently mentioned for the job.
.. 2 2 3 6
Seeley, g — _—
Slip Madlgnn, St. Mary’s mentor, Is
B. Freebourne, g ... | 0 0 4 , 0
one of the latest to he mentioned us
10
0
0
Xngent, f -___ ____ - 5
favorable to the proposition.

Only Sororities
Will Participate
In Year's Meets

Hoopsters on the Grizzly squad
enter the final week before they tan
gle with their traditional rivals, the
Bobcats, in the first of a two-series
feud on the home court, Friday night.
Two regulars from the Grizzly team
will be missing from the lineup for
the remainder of the season. Captain
Lloyd (Monk) Andrews and Jack Mc
Donald were dropped from the squad
yesterday because of “gross violation
of training rules and regulations.”
Coach Lewandowski, after practice
session yesterday, stated that “the
men on the squad at present clearly
understand that I firmly stand on
strict training regulations and good,
hard, clean basketball.” The Incident
for which the men were dismissed

College Saints Saturday.

Gretk’Letter Groups Hare Smaller
Corbus is president of the studentNumber of Contestants; *
body at Stanford and, a short time!
Kappa In Lead
ago at a meeting of the National Stu-t
Participation, in intersorority ath dents' Federation of America at New |
letics will be limited to sororities only, Orleans, -made liis proposal. It was |
voted down at that time, but Corbus]
it was decided by the executive board
of the Women’s Athletic association believes that after having time to j
think the thing over, the boys will j
at a meeting held yesterday afternoon.
give it more support.
The organization believes that it will
hebetter to have only sororities in the
He Intends to bring It up again at
meet There will be a separate meet
for the Independent, women and four the next meeting to be held a t Wash-1
Ington, 1). ( next fall. He also pro
wfive teams will compete.
posed that schools take out a blanket!
This action will make the intersor
insurance policy on all their athletes.]
ority contests more competitive be
The schools take care of their injured!
cause1they have smaller groups from
athletes
now but Corbus pointed out !
which to select their teams. By the
that there are Injuries received In j
action of the board,, the results of the
college that might not show up until!
Intersorority Swimming meet, held
the Injured man Is through school andj
last quarter, have been changed. Since
no longer eligible to be cared for by
foe Independent women had won firstthe
school.
place honors, their place was given to
Kappa Kappa Gamma, who placed secnnd at that time. Thus they have five
Points .earned toward the cup to be
presented to the team having the
Sreatest number of points a t the end
°f spring quarter. Second place goes
ilo Alpha Phi, who has earned three
Pofots. Alpha Xi Delta has earned
one Point toward the cup, and third
Place in the swimming meet,
fouise Geyer, Great Palls, was se
ated as manager of the intersorority
basketball games, which are scheduled
tor February 14, 16 and 20.
Women’s Athletife association
^ decided to have a physical, educafow demonstration on March 7. Eva
Belt, was appointed manager
M e affair.
Plans for a skating party to be held
Hilary 31 were discussed but no defnlfo arrangements were made.

The proposal of free tuition, board
and room drew forth many comments
from Stanford officials, coaches and
players. A few are in favor of it but
most of them say it is impractical.
The main objections are that it will |
not decrease proselyting, it will add
further emphasis to football and there
would be no telling where it would
stop. Basketball, track and baseball
players would consider themselves
eligible for the same awards.

Masquers Select
Technical Chiefs\
^ve new chiefs will be in charge
Ihe technical phases of the Maswinter quarter production, “The n
About Blayds,” by A. A. Milne. I
ev®rtous committees began to funcS this week and rehearsals were
under the direction of Bar*5 ftf-witt, dramatic director.
t °®e selected for the technical
have served as assistants for
^ Productions hut have not been
%rge of their particular phase
he work. They are: stage man-1
atJoe Wagner, Missoula; master j
T ^ lu n , George Boileau, Milltown;[
- j e mistress, Shirley Knight, Mlsp and property mistresses, Gloria
Kalispell, and Emma Bole of

university students have
^ f n,000 apples from a vending
, Ue in the university book store
HHttSftPol months.

Mountaineers Plan
G rizzly Cubs Victorious In Game
For Overnight Trip
With Fort Missoula Quintet Friday |
Holmquist Is High Scorer for State University; Erb Leads Soldiers;
Game Is One-sided With Score o f 4 7-12

Thirteen Grizzly Cubs sank the Fort Missoula basketball five by the
one-sided score of 47 to 12 in an easy game Friday night. The two
Dons, Knievel and Holmquist, centers, led the alternating Frosh teams.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon defeated Yeb- Holmquist topped the scoring list with seven baskets from the field
Bowling Opponents

is Chi, Sigma Chi downed Kappa
Sigma, and Sigma Nu tell before the
consistent rolling of Phi Delta Theta
In the second round of the Intramural
bowling league, Saturday.
Sllfast of the Kappa Sigma team
was the high scorer, with a 585 total,
and Shultz of the S.A.E. team rolled
655 for the second honors. Calder's
218 was the best score for a single
game, and was followed closely by
214 totals by Sullivan and Shultz.
The scores:
1st 2nd 3rd Total
S.A.E.
Shultz .............. 185 156 214 555
Mattson ........ .. 149 126 146 421
Gutcliell ........ 159 116 126 401
Hoven ______ 122 117 146 385
Hazelbaker ..... 162 195 155 512

Monday's workout for the Grizzlies
777
was short but hard. The coaches are
'
driving the men in defense and
1st
le h ls Chi
smoothing up the fundamentals of Heagy .............. 141
their quick-breaking offense. All ses Marrs .............. 54
sions for the remainder of the week Sayatovich ..... 131
will be devoted to ways and means of Vidro .............. 147
stopping the Bobcats.
Vesel ............... 100
Until their defeat Saturday at the
hands of the Carroll Saints, the State j
537
University team was accorded an even
break with the boys from Bozeman.
Kappa Sigma 1st
Storey ............ 156
Morrison ........ 103
Calder ............ '218
Sllfast .......... 184
Dummy ....... 140
in their previous games.
861
John T. Nash of Bozeman, a student
1st
at the Law school, has withdrawn
Sigma Chi
Flannagan ...... 190
from school.

Bill Corbus, all-American guard!
from Stanford, says that football play
ers should be given their board, room
and tuition openly, which would elim
inate the underhand practices that
prevail now.

Page Three

710

787 2274

2nd
115
103
133
97
155

3rd Total
152 408
89 246
140 404
144 388
139 394

603

664 1840

2nd
125
142
166
196
140

3rd Total
130 411
139 442
134 518
205 585
140 420

769

746 2376

2nd
162

3rd Total
160 512

and Knievel was outstanding for his
general floor play. Davison played a score at half time: Cubs, 21; Port 4.
Throughout the second period, the
smooth and clever guard game and
was ably assisted by his teammate, soldiers settled down and doubled
their
first period score. The Frosh,
Brandenburg, guard.
The soldiers threw 11 men against by constant popping at the basket,
|
totaled
26 additional points.
the Cubs in an effort to stop the
mounting tally on the score sheet. | Lineups:
FG. FT. PF. Pts.
Erb, a guard, played the most consisCubs &1)
.... 4 4 0 12
tent game for the soldiers and with Elastic, f ...
four baskets, was the army’s high |^ 'es^ t ......
McColloch, f
point man.
Knievel, f, c _
The Cubs opened last, getting the
Bergeson, f ......
aim and sinking several baskets in
Bergquist, f .....
rapid succession. Coach Lockwood
Holmquist, c __
began sending in subs, the soldiers
Davison, g .......
matching them until half time. The
Sullivan, g ........
193 177 156 526 Kent, g ..............
Whittinghill
119 396 Brandenburg, g
Schell .......
Worden ......
136
158 453 Previs, g ..........
517livery, g
168
Roe .............
Fort Missoula (12)
Collins, f ...................
Deeds, f ......................
Patch, f .................
2nd
Sigma Nu
Bleshell, f .................
169
Schmoll ....
165
Sheridan ...
C u tslia ll.c ________
Brown, c ...................
Culver .....
134 129 135
Erb, g .........................
138
Lamb .......... . 187
149 503 Dennis, g ................... 0 0 0 0
Brown ___ __ 171
Drury, g .....................
810 793 740 2343 Swartz, g ...................
Brown, g ..............
3rd Total
Phi Delt
Referee—Pat Caven.
214 546
Sullivan
Former Lieutenant-Governor and
Wlgal .......
Davis .......
168 173
155 501 Mrs. F. A. Hazelbaker spent the week122 131 121 374 end here visiting Frank Hazelbaker,
Baucus ....
. . . Howard Hazelbaker and Mrs. TheoCurrie .....
----- dore Brantly, who is Mrs. Hazel2405 baker’s mother.

An overnight trip to the White
ranch six miles southeast of St. Ig
natius, is the program ot the Montana
Mountaineers next week-end.
The party will be met at St Ignatius
by Van Ostrand, manager of the ranch
as the snow may be too deep to per
mit the party to drive their cars in
to the ranch.
The leader, Harriet Lynn, requests
everyone who plans to go, to call her
at the Shapard hotel Tuesday or Wed
nesday at the latest so that she may
make arrangements for their accom
modations’at the ranch.

The Missoula Club
is
THE
place to buy hamburgers.

1 Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
I
|

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Dooms S and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 4097

I

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

i
f

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

1

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN

DR. J. L. MURPHY

DR. A. G. WHALEY

' CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

ou s
and we’d like
to talk with you
about it
A ll races o f people since the beginning
o f time, so f a r as we have been able
to read, have had some kind o f a pipe
and have smoked something—whether

TEI-L TOUR HAIR TROUBLES

to M a rg

A llen

at

PALACE HOTEL BEAUTY and
BARBER SHOPPE

they called it tobacco or what not.
ND since smoking a pipe is so different

■

l from

Phone 3922

smoking a cigar or cigarette,

we made a most painstaking, scientific

The NEW H U T

study in an effort to make, if we could,
a tobacco which was suited to pipes.
We found out, first, that there was a

Phone orders given prompt

kind of tobacco that grew in the Blue

attention without delivery

Grass section of Kentucky called White

charge.

The Granger pouch
keeps the tobacco fresh

Burley, and that there was a certain kind
of this tobacco which was between the

The N EW H U T

Typewriters
Special RENTAL RATES
to
Students

Lister Typewriter
Service
127 East Broadway

@1933

LIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO CO.

Phone 2457

Next was the cut. We knew that fine
tobacco burnt hot because it burnt so

— right process— cut right.

tobacco used for cigarettes and the to
bacco used for chewing tobacco. It is

fast. You could hardly hold your pipe in

instead of an expensive package, knowing

this tobacco which is best for pipes.

your hand, it got so hot at times.

that a man can’t smoke the package.

So

So we put

Granger in a sensible soft foil pouch

We found out that Mr. J. N. Wellman,

remembering how folks used to "whittle”

GRANGER has not been on sale very

many years ago, made a pipe tobacco

their tobacco we cut GRANGER just like

long, but it has become a popular smoke.

"whittle” tobacco— "Rough Cut.”

which was very popular.

But it was

It

And we have yet to know of a man who

never advertised and after he passed

smokes cooler, lasts longer and never

started to smoke it, who didn’t keep on.

away nothing more was heard about it.

gums the pipe.

Folks seem to like it.

We acquired this Wellman Method and

So far, so good. Now we wanted to

that is what we U9e in making Granger.

sell this tobacco for 10c. Good tobacco

THE
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Employee Saves
Student Organizations A re Asked
To Have Sentinel Pictures Taken Day by Winding
Rates Have Been Reduced for Group Pictures; More of Senior Photo
Schedule Is Announced by Woody
Student social and honorary organizations that have not had their
pictures taken for the 1933 Sentinel are requested to do so at once.
Kathleen Harrigan, Sentinel business manager, .urges the different
groups to make appointments with her as to the time and date im
mediately. By doing this, the pictures*
may be taken and sent to the engrav- J F
T o r* m e
crs on time. The rates for group pic- J
€
lures'have been reduced to $20 for a
full-page picture and $12.50 for a half
page this year. The editors hope that
all campus groups will take advantage
of these new low prices.
The following schedule is for the
senior pictures. Senious are requested
to note the time at which they are Interfraternity League Goes Into
Second Half of Game
expected to appear at the studio for
Schedule
their appointment.
Wednesday, January 25
With tlie Interfraternity basketball
Nine o’clock, Mary Story; 9:15,
race going Into the second half of the
Mary Schoenhals; 9:30, Solveig Un
schedule, four teams were at the top
dent; 9:45, Jack White; 10:00, Frances
of the list for honors after last night’s
Walker; 10:15, Stanley Trachta;
games. The leaders are Kappa Sigma,
10:30, Alice Taylor; 10:46, Verna
Phi Delta Theta, Delta Sigma Lambda
Smith; 11:00, Richard Whitaker;
and Sigma Chi.
11:15, Josephine Wilkins; 11:30, Wal
Kappa Sigma-l’kl Delia Theta
ter Cooney; 11:45, Newton Culver.
Upsetting the dope and mixing the
One o'clock, Leland Kennedy; 1:15,
leading teams In a thorough manner,
Michael Kennedy; 1:30, Russel Kin
the Phi Delts checked the favorite
ney; 1:45, Genevieve Krum; 2:00,
Kappa Slg team Saturday and ran up
John Sheehan; 2:15, Hazel Thomas;
a 29-11 score on them. Lacklen i
2:30, Bill Veeder; 2:45, Mary E.
the leading scorer for the winners
Woody; 3:00, Doris Klndschy; 3:15,
with 10 points, while Stansberry led
Helen Larson; 3:30, Hugh Lemlre;
the losers’ attack with seven tallies.
3:45, Rubin Lewon; 4:00, Hilmer Han
Flit Delts (29) Kappa Sigs (11)
sen; 4:15, Lovlra H art; 4:30, Earle
Crowley (4) ____________ Lewon (2)
Heagy; 4:45, Eileen Jennings.
Forward
Thursday, January 26
Nine o’clock, Clarence Watson; 9:15,
Forward
Russell Watson; 9:30, Frank Curtiss;
Maury (2) .. ...... ...........Stansberry (7)
9:45, William Davis; 10:00, Frank
Center
Flanagan; 10:15, Mary Agnes Kurth;
Sullivan (5)
10:30, Howard Ager; 10:45, Beatrice
Guard
Rothenberg; 11:00, Alfred Dahlberg;
Davison (4)
11:15, Dwight Elderkin; 11:30, Joy
Guard
Browning; 11:45, Sarah Lou Cooney.
Substitutions: Phi Delts—Lacklen
One o’clock, Joe Lasby; 1:15, Mar
(10); Kappa Sigs—Dickel, Ander
guerite Lewis; 1:30, Ellen Lulloff;
son (2).
1:45, Ambrose Measure; 2:00, Robert
Kappa Sigma-Sigma Xu
Leslie; 2:15, Glenn Lloyd; 2:30,
With Storey, Lewon and Stansberry
James Likes; 2:45, Harlan Matson;
scoring
at will, the Kappa Sigs
3:00, Don Marrs; 3:15, Peter Meloy;
3:30, Fred Morrow; 3:46, Leo Mur romped over the Sigma Nus, 40-6, in
phy; 4:00, Maude Evelyn Lehsou; a make-up game Monday evening.
4:30, Mary E. Martin: 4:45, Katherine Storey led the scoring of both teams,
registering 15 points, and Culver
Mason.
tossed two baskets for the losers.
Friday, January 27
One o’clock, Ted Melllnger; 1:16, Kappa Sigma (40) Sigma Xu (6)
.O’Brien
Kathleen Miller; 1:30, Fred Noyd; Lewon (11)
Forward
1:45, Emma Pokorny; 2:00, Helen

O U IT 1

CUTIS

Tie for Lead
In Hoop Race

MONTANA

Tuesday, January 24 , 1933

KAIMIN

Cost o f F ootball
Two Fast Games
Compiled by Meloy
Feature Hockey

Notices

uSOODWD* IS CLASS PREXT s
AT BOEING AVIATION SCHOOl

Ted Goodwin, Yellowstone * Ej*
There will be a very important |Wyo„ a former student here, has
meeting of all members of Kappa Tau elected president of his class at If
Thursday afternoon at 4 o’clock in Boeing School of Aviation In Can
financial situation of our most expen Arts nnd Sciences Team Defeats Law Main hall, Room 107.
Little Time Is Lost by Stopping of
fornia. Goodwin was a sophooo,,
sive activity, football. The statement |
GENE SUNDERLIN, President.
Squad;
Independents
Lose
Timepiece Before X0011
when he left the University at GffiS
shows that we have incurred a deficit I
To Foresters
Yesterday
mas
time to enroll at the Bo^
of some three thousand dollars this
Central Board meeting changed
school. He Is continuing his traim^
Intramural puck chasers got busy from Tuesday to Wednesday, January
Not a great amount of time was lost year. This Is. not so alarming as it
as pilot which was begun with &
when the big clock In the tower of might seem, because it has been the Saturday and provided several thrills 25, at 5 o’clock.
Johnson a t the Missoula airport
Main hall stopped half an hour before usual thing to carry over some deficit for the spectators watching the open
Freshman debate* members who
noon yesterday and Ted Kessler soon every year and in the year 1928 we ing of the hockey league at the mu
terested in the cancellation of to
were scheduled to meet at 4 o’clock
carried over a debt of $2,800.
nicipal rink.
had It started again.
debts are invited to attend. '■$
Wednesday at 616 Eddy, will please
'The
statement
is,
however,
indicaIn
tlte
first
game,
the
Arts
and
The truck driver, whose duty it is
meet at 7 o’clock Wednesday evening.
tive
of
the
fact
that,
in
the
face
of
the
Scionces
team
defeated
the
Law
Bquad,
Barb Tiockey players are request
to wind up the clock once a week, was
to meet on the rink tonight jf sick and his substitute forgot to wind depression, the students will have to 3-2, in an overtime thriller, both teams
Anyone Interested in hockey or
show a higher degree of co-operation playing a sensational game on the soft
o'clock for practice. Bring your dsU.
It. Students leaving their class rooms
I bowling please turn their names In
at noon glanced at the clock and in the future than they have in the ice. The lineups:
past. By co-operation, I mean not Arts and Sciences—Link, Grattan, at the Barb office. More entrants are
All girls who are Interested in pla,thought some mistake had been made
only support and advertising for the Davis, Akin, Winn, Thibodeau. Law— I needed before Saturday.•
lng on the barb basketball team an
and they had been excused early.
games themselves, but a moral sup Anderson, Sheehan, Corrette, Alex
[asked to get In touch with Yblai
Sororities wishing to use the
Up in the tower of Main hall wentl port for the team and management.
ander, Davenport, Brown; Utility— women's gymnasium for practice on Bower at once.
Kessler. It is a good sized crank that I
Kelleher, Chapman, Hendon.
Department Saves Money
Thursday
evening may do so by mak
operates the winch to raise the 350In the second game of the after ing arrangements with Miss Nlckey
“A great deal of credit must be
pound weight which operates the time
noon, the Independents padded with before 4 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
given
to
the
athletic
department
in
mechanism of the clock. And It is
players from other teams, lost a spec
still more work to operate the winch the savings that they have made this
that raises the 2200-pound weight for year, but in spite of these savings, the tator contest to the Foresters. Good- Intersorority board of W. A. A. will
acre
was the leader of the Forestry meet this afternoon at 4:30 o'clock at
ROOM AND BOARD
fact that we had two home conference
the striking mechanism.
games this year put us in the red. offense, and KInonen starred for the j the women's gymnasium. All sorority
The stopping of the clock yesterday
BOARD—$16
TWO MEALSj
representatives are urged to be pres
Consequently, It will be necessary for losers. The lineups:
reminded Kessler of an incident per
three meals, per month; choieig
Forestry—Hague, Goodacre, Bob ent as the meeting is important.
the students to be satisfied with only
taining to the same clock which took
menu;
excellent
home cook%
one home conference game next year Cooney, Landall, Brooks and Ostrom.
place in 1908 or 1909 when he was a
Independents—Ted Cooney, DavlB, Mrs. C. H. Clapp will address the Yankee Cafe, 512 S. Higgins. f |
in order to prevent another deficit
newcomer to the University main
the Fellowship group on “Youth ROOMS FOR BOYS, WITH OR WT®
“I would like the students to become KInonen, Angland, Hamma and Nybo.
tenance department. About 6 o'clock
The next game of the series will be Fronts Problems, Personal and Social” out accommodations for cookbt
one morning, Richard Kessler, now conscious of the fact that athletics is played tomorrow when the Arts and at 8:30 o'clock tonight a t 616 Eddy
724 Eddy. Phone 5438.
chief engineer at the heating plant, a business affair and every student Sciences and the Foresters meet.
avenue.
came to school to find both hands of is, so to speak, a stockholder. The
"VARSITY HOUSE,” BLOCK FBOI
success of these athletic enterprises!
the clock missing.
There will be an lnterfrosh debate I campus; homelike atmospherdlpw
HOME ECOXOMICS CLUB,
With considerable difficulty he depends upon their co-operation and
FORESTERS WILL MEET Wednesday evening at 8:30 o’clock at eats; $20 per month.
fashioned new hands for the clock and support"
616 Eddy avenue. All debaters in(NEW LOW PRICES ON ROOMS. St
installed them. He tried to find out
l A Joint meeting of the Home EcoEddy. Phone 5438.
nomlcs and Forestry clubs will be
where the hands had been taken by MATH CLUB ADDRESSED
the practical Jokers but for some time
BY II. CHRISTIANSEN held February 1 in the library of the
LOST AND FOUND
he had no4 success. He finally suc
■■ ■
Forestry building, it was decided at
ceeded in getting one student to tell
An unusually good attendance of the last meeting of the Home EcoLOST—PHI DELT PIN WITH WRT
2 blocks from Campus
where they were, but they were never Math club members heard Harold nomlcs club, according to Geraldine
199 on the back. Return to KaUi
$25 per month
put on the clock. The original hands Christiansen, Junior in the School of Ohrmaun, president.
441 Daly
Ph. 4237 office.
are how In the rear of Mr. Sparks’ Business Administration, talk on
Meetings have been changed to the We’ll welcome a trial by day or
MISCELLANEOUS |
office and the substitute hands are “Higher Difference Interpolation," second and fourth Wednesday of the
week. still seeing service on the clock.
Thursday night
month.
FURNITURE REPAIRED—206 & hi
from Paico One)
Main Hall Clock JIpurpose (Continued
of acquainting them with the

League Opening

BOARD and ROOM

Smith; 2:15, Jim Speer; 2:30, Leola
Stevens; 2:45, George Stewart; 3:00,
John Ross; 3:15, Dick Schneider; Sta,18berry (9>
3:30, Allen Smith; 3:45, William Tay-|
..Corkish
lor; 4:00, Willard Miller; 4:15, Carter Lbng
Quinlan; 4:30, Margaret Raitt; 4:45,
Sllfast (4) ............. .......
.Culver (4)
Frances Richards.
Guard
Substitutions: Kappa Sigma--Trach
ta (1); Sigma Nu—Gilliam. Kimple,
IWagner, Armellng (2).
D. S. I..-S. F. E.
Delta Sigma Lambda nosed out the

Students Receive
M_asquer
_ j _ .Points
_ i j
Under New R uleSis Eps in the sec°n<i game of the
[evening, 16-15, after a nip and tuck
battle throughout both periods. Knieval scored six points for the winners,
while Loekridge, with seven points,
was the outstanding player on the
losers’
team.
Under the new mechanical system
S. 1*. K. (iu]
adopted last quarter by the Montana
S. L. (16)
........... . Corlell
Masquers, students who were mem-1 <"'a8t*e8
bers of the cast and production crew I
Forward
Kent (4)
for the one-act plays were given | McCullocI> (?) ........
points toward membership Into the I
Forward
dramatic organization.
Skones.......
Center
Those receiving points and the num
-Jackson (2)
ber earned by each are: Elmo Cure, | <lrlc1’ ®
Guard
5; Margaret Raitt, 5; Leslie Pace, 2;
Loekridge
(7)
Knieval
(6)
__________
William Blaskovitch, 1; Stephen AngGuard
land, 2; Margot Milne, 5; Ossla Tay
lor, 5; Donna Fitzpatrick, 5; Don Spbstitutions: D. S. L.—White (4);
Marrs, 5; Helen Marie Donahue, 5; Sig Eps—Smith, Limpus, Downey,
Phil Pollard, 1; Alice Taylor, 5; Joe Skoog.
Wagner, 5; Leslie Dana, 2; Melvin This week's schedule includes the
Hedine, 2; Philip Patterson, 2; Rich following games: Tuesday—7:30, In
ard Shaw, 2; George.Bolleau, 4; Ori dependents vs. Sigma Nu; 8:30, Phi
son Long, 3; Catherine Mead, 3; Shir Sigma Kappa vs. Sigma Chi; Wednes
ley Knight, 2; Gladys Avery, 2; Alice day, 7:30, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs.
Lamb, 2; Lina Greene, 3; Jerome D. S. L.; 8:30, A. T. O. vs. Phi Delta
Franltel, 3; Virginia Rigney, 1; Lucille Theta; Thursday, 7:30, S. P. E. vs.
Chapman, 1; Lilian Hopkins, 2; Dor Kappa Sigma; 8:30, D. S. L. vs. Sigma
Thirty-three Workers Are
Recognition for Work
On One-Acts

Given

othy Benish, 2; Vivian Bower, 1;
Gloria Proctor, 1; Antoinette LaCasse, The standing of the teams are as
follows:
2; Berenice Larson, 1.
Team.
Won Lost Pet.
Kappa Sigma ................... 3
1 .750
Phi Delta T h e ta .............. 3
l .750
Sigma C h i...........................3
j .750
Delta Sigma Lambda...... 3
1 .750
Sigma Alpha Epsilon ..... 2 2 ,500
Independents ................... 2 2 .500
At a.Joint meeting of Check and
Alpha Tau Omega ...... 1 3 .250
Montana Debate union Thursday, Sigma Nu ........................ 1 3 .260
Eugene Hunton, and Marciana Raquel Phi Sigma K appa.......... 1 3 ..250
of the Debate union opposed the reso Sigma Phi Epsilon.......... 1 3
250
lution, “A national Department of
Education Should Be Created with a
Secretary In the President’s Cabinet."
James Likes and George Norris, repre
senting Check, upheld the affirmative.
Appearances are deceiving. .
An audience vote gave the Check
finger wave and a facial wli
debaters the victory. Raquel was ad
go far toward transforming th
ugly -duckling and even fresh
judged the most effective speaker.
enlng the swan.
The first meeting of the winter
quarter of Check was held last Tues
day afternoon. New officers elected
were Charles Zimmerman, Townsend,
mediator, and Howard Hubert, Mis
Missoula Hotel Building
soula, vice-mediator. RusBel Meyer,
Phone 5450
Necnah, WIs., was re-elected recorder.

great magician, Robert-Houdin. At that time, ether
had just been discovered, and little was known
about it. Houdin claimed that he had discovered
that this new anesthetic could make people light as
air. To prove it, he caused the subject to rise into
the air and float apparently suspended. He passed
a hoop around the body to show there were no
wires or supports.
There are many, many explanations for this old
trick. One is that the girl wears a concealed harness,
which ends in a socket between her shoulder blades.
This is attached to a piston below the stage. The
piston is pushed up from below, causing her to
rise in the air. The piston is invisible, because it
is covered with mirrors which reflect surrounding
draperies, similar to the background. The magi
cian can pass the hoop over her body because it
is cut in one place. It can be pulled apart for a
second when it passes the piston.
Source : " M odem Magic” by Professor H offm ann.
George R out ledge & Sons.

Check Wins Verdict
Over Debate Union

For W om en Only

The Missoula
Hairdressing Parlor

Copyright. 1888. 1L J. BoyooUla Tobacco Company

— NO TRICKS
..JUST COSTLIER

It’s fun to be fooled__
...it’s more fun to KNOW
A nother “magic show ” is cigarette adver
tising.
O ne of its greatest tricks is the illusion
that cigarettes can be m ade miraculously
"MILD" through m anufacturing methods.

more intensive treatm en t than choice, ripe
tobaccos.
T he real difference comes in the tobaccos
that are used. T h e b e tte r the tobacco, the
m ilder it is.

the e x p la n a t io n : A ll popular cigarettes
today are m ade in m odern sanitary factories
w ith up-to-date m achinery. A ll are heat
treated-s o m e m ore intensively than others,
because raw , inferior tobaccos require

It Is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other
popular brand.
T his is w hy Cam els are so mild. T his is w hy
C am els have given m ore pleasure to more
people than any o th er cigarette ev e r made.
It’s the secret of Camels* rich “ bouquet”
...th e ir cool fla v o r...th e ir non-irritating
mildness.
A ll the natural, ripe goodness of Camel*s
tobacco is k e p t/m A for you by the famous
air-tight, welded H um idor Pack. D on’t
rem ove it.

